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ABSTRACT

Online social media platforms have evolved into a significant place for debate around socio-political phenomena such as government policies and bills. Studying online debates on such topics can help infer people's perception and acceptance of the happenings. At the same time, various inauthentic users that often pollute the democratic discussion of the subject need to be weeded out from the debate. The characterization of a campaign keeping in mind various forms of involved actors thus becomes very important. On December 12, 2019, Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) was enacted by the Indian Government, triggering a debate on whether the act was unfair. In this work, we investigate the user’s perception of the Citizenship Amendment Act on Twitter, as the campaign unrolled with divergent discourse in the country. Keeping the campaign participants as the prime focus, we study 9,947,814 tweets produced by 275,111 users during the starting 3 months of protest. Our study includes the analysis of user engagement, content, and network properties with online accounts divided into authentic (genuine users) and inauthentic (bots, suspended, and deleted) users. Our findings show different themes in shared tweets among protesters and counter-protesters. We find presence of inauthentic users on both side of discourse, with counter-protesters having more inauthentic users than protesters. The follow network of the users suggests homophily among users on the same side of discourse and connection between various inauthentic and authentic users. This work contributes to filling the gap of understanding the role of users (from both sides) in a less studied geo-location, India.

1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: The users considered under study divided into 4 sets.

Social media platforms are used as a primary source of information and opinion sharing in recent times [18, 23, 26, 38, 63]. Often heated debate on controversial topics leads to users divided into protesters and counter-protesters on the social media [28, 37, 44]. However, the divergent opinions present on the platform is not just
coming from authentic users, but a mix of other content polluters or inauthentic users who also participate in the debate [10]. Previous research has found that the inauthentic users spread the content of a specific stance [60] or conduct influence operations [48] including interaction with authentic users [43]. Due to the presence of different inauthentic users, understanding of authentic participant’s stance and perception in a discourse requires weeding out the inauthentic users and their manipulative content.

In this work, we study the online debate about Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), enacted by the Indian Government on December 12, 2019. The enactment led to a divergent discourse on social media, with users divided in their opinion on the Act. Among the users who participated in the debate, one cohort rejected the Act, while another supported it. We define the users who reject the Act as protesters. The users who supported the Act are defined as counter-protesters. While the campaign gained traction on both Twitter and the offline world, the prevalence of manipulation of the campaign was found to be evident [12]. Given that the forms of manipulation of a discourse keep on innovating, it becomes crucial to filter the influence created by the inauthentic users in an online campaign. We define bots [60], suspended 1 and deleted users who participate in the discourse as Inauthentic users. In contrast, Authentic users are defined as the users who were not identified as bots, neither were suspended nor deleted. We thus study the online debate on the #CitizenshipAmendmentAct on Twitter with the participants divided into authentic and inauthentic users for both protesters and counter-protesters forming 4 set of users as shown in Figure 1.

Twitter has been the focus of various characterization studies involving online campaigns [21, 28, 51]. However, the characterization of a campaign concerning various sorts of authentic and inauthentic actors in discourse is limited [17]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to conduct a characterization study of a campaign with various users (Figure 1) in a less investigated setting, i.e., India. Our analysis contributes to a few recent preliminary studies on the CAA [32, 40] which provide a very coarse-grained analysis of the Act. We focus on a broader study of the Act, covering a larger dataset, multi-lingual tweets, and a richer analysis set.

To this end, we analyze 275,111 users who post about topics relevant to CAA during the initial three months of the debate from December, 2019 to February, 2020. We seek to understand the interplay of authentic / inauthentic users and pro- / against stance on CAA and investigate the presence and participation of inauthentic users on both sides of the discourse. For the characterization study, we first identify the stance of the participants using unsupervised stance detection approach [20]. We further study the 4 set of participants from the user, content, and network perspective, to obtain a coarse-grained analysis of the discourse. Broadly, we aim to answer the following research questions (RQs) through the characterization study of CAA.

**RQ 1:** How are the protesters and counter-protesters involved in conducting the online campaign with respect to authentic and inauthentic users?  
The prevalence of inauthentic users has been studied in online campaigns, including elections [13], and more recently, the coronavirus [22]. In the CAA debate, we found the prevalence of inauthentic activity in both side of the debate, with the online protest being highly mediated by the inauthentic users.

**RQ 2:** What did the users in the discourse discuss about?  
The discourse analysis helps identify various themes in the discussion to help understand the user’s perception [37]. While the themes for protesters / counter-protesters varies in CAA, we also found difference in themes for authentic and inauthentic users in both sides, with inauthentic users posting lesser emotional content than authentic counterpart.

**RQ 3:** What was the network structure of the users?  
The analysis of the network structure helps examine issue alignment [68], and polarization around a controversial topic [29]. The follow network of users show homophily, where users with similar stance follow each other more than users with opposing stance. The analysis of the follow network shows edges between authentic and inauthentic users, showing risk of exposure of content from inauthentic users to the authentic users.

Our findings reveal the interplay of inauthentic and authentic users in the online discourse around CAA. Prevalence of inauthentic activity was found on both sides of the debate. However, user characterization reveals that inauthentic users are more prevalent in the counter-protesters than protesters. The content analysis of the 4 set of users shows that the inauthentic users highly mediated the online protest. Emotional analysis of the content posted by the 4 set of users shows that the inauthentic users use less emotional tweets than their authentic counterparts. Through follow network of the users, we found evidence of homophily in the network. However, the edges between various inauthentic and authentic users shows their connectedness, indicating risk of manipulating authentic users.

**Background:** In India, the first Citizenship Act was enacted in 1955, which enlisted the routes to obtain citizenship in India which includes birth, descent, registration, naturalization, and acquisition of a foreign territory. The amendment in the Act in 2019 (CAA 2019), allows the minority communities to apply for citizenship via registration or naturalization [16], with the caveat that migrants who have faced religious persecution in Afghanistan, Bangladesh or Pakistan, can seek citizenship in India if they have entered India on or before December 31, 2014 [16]. The debate on the non-secular roots of the Act were rooted in the exclusion of other religious minority communities like Rohingya Muslims, Jews, Bahais, Zoroastrians to seek citizenship. The protesters deemed it unconstitutional for being discriminatory on religious grounds, as only certain persecuted illegal immigrants benefited from the Act. While the supporters / counter-protesters based their argument on the presumption that refugees of particular minority religious communities are more in need of asylum [16].

2 RELATED WORK
Protests are a form of collective sociopolitical action in which members with similar beliefs express their objection to a cause or situation [7]. Time and again, the world witnesses protests over a government policy, bill [56, 71], or the government itself [63]. In online discussions related to societal issues, users in one group may show hatred for users with opposing views [71]. The “no ban,
no wall” and “day without immigrants” protests are examples of people’s divide on social media in their opinion to resist the punitive immigration policy [71]. #BlackLivesMatter (#BLM) is another campaign where the people on social media were divided into two groups [28]. Researchers studying online protests and campaigns on microblogging websites have used various stance detection techniques [45] and news articles [11, 57] to identify opposing views automatically. More recently, researchers have focused on opinion modelling, which reflects and justifies the belief or judgment of a person towards a target entity, irrespective of having the same stance [31]. The previous literature studied the contrasting opinions through computing topic models followed by Jensen-Shannon divergence among the individual topic opinions [24]. The different perspectives or viewpoints have also been explored using a graph partitioning method that exploits the social interaction between the users [52]. Previous research has also shown almost 75% of the protests are planned in advance [12]. There has been a lot of interest in the social media domain to predict the on-ground activity through the social media platform [21, 47, 53, 58]. The authors in [71] used protest as an intervention to reduce online prejudice, with focus on manual annotation for understanding prejudice in the tweets [71]. The study of protests have also been studied in regards to the volume of the status messages relating to the protest event [21, 28].

While social media has been used to share opinions and debate on current happenings, the involvement of inauthentic users is becoming more prevalent on the platform [25]. The manipulation of the debate are studied with regards to bots [13, 17, 60, 66], pre-defined campaign toolkit users [36], co-ordinated accounts [49, 50, 61], or trolls [30, 39]. Social media manipulation has been extensively studied with respect to election campaigns [13, 66]. In social media, bots refer to fully automated and semi-automated accounts that contribute to disinformation campaigns [25]. Uyheng and Carley [66] studied how bots propagate misinformation during electoral campaigns and found that bots participate in online discourse in high numbers and interact with humans via the use of mentions. The bots also share partisan or irrelevant content to pollute the discourse [22, 66]. While bot accounts that use abusive language are more likely to be suspended by Twitter [22, 66], social media manipulation might involve propaganda [30], or campaign toolkits [36], which do not necessarily use abusive language. Russian trolls’ involvement during the 2016 US presidential elections are evidence of campaign manipulation through social media accounts that were not necessarily humans and were controlled by certain intelligence agencies [39].

In this paper, we contribute to the use of social media manipulation in other than western context during an online protest and study the online debate with different users involvement in India, a country in Asia-pacific.

### 3 DATA COLLECTION

Using the official Twitter API, we collect tweets around CAA between December 07, 2019, and February 27, 2020, through daily trending hashtags around the topic. The list of hashtags used for data collection is shown in Table 1. Our collected data consists of 11,350,276 tweets, with 1,543,805 unique tweets and 9,806,471 retweets from 931,175 users. We first collate all the tweets from a given user to identify users actively tweeting about the topic. Hence, we consider users who have at least five tweets during the period of data collection. The total number of users after the filtration process came down to 276,149.

**Table 1: Manually identified protest and counter-protest hashtags from trending topics during the period of data collection used for data collection.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protest #tags</th>
<th>#CABProtest, #IndiaRejectsCAB, #HindusAgainstCAB, #SCSTOBBC_Against_CAB, #IndiansAgainstCAB, #IndiaAgainstCAB, #CABProtest, #CAA_NRC_Protest, #CAprotests, #CAA_NRCProtests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counter-protest #tags</td>
<td>#SupportCAB2019, #HindusSupportCAB, #DiaSupportsCAB, #SupportCAB_NRC, #MuslimsWithNRC, #CAA_NRC_support, #CABProtest, #IndiaRejectsCAB, #CAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous #tags</td>
<td>#CAB, #CABBill, #cabcab2019, #CitizenshipAmendmentAct, #caa, #CABPolitics, #CitizenshipAmendmentAct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: On-ground activities coincident with peak tweet days.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>On-ground activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 11</td>
<td>158,134</td>
<td>CAB passed by the upper house of parliament [19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 16</td>
<td>376,788</td>
<td>Student protests in Delhi [70].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 17</td>
<td>379,699</td>
<td>Protest turns violent in Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, West Bengal and relaxed in Guwahati [9, 34].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 20</td>
<td>436,416</td>
<td>Protesters turn violent with stone pelting in Gujarat, police vehicle burnt in UP, journalists detained in Kerala [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 22</td>
<td>783,662</td>
<td>Protesters arrested, Women protest in Guwahati [59].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 24</td>
<td>503,779</td>
<td>Protesters die due to bullet injury in UP [2].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 30</td>
<td>276,724</td>
<td>Counter-protest rally in Madhya Pradesh, Indian-American protests in Washington [3, 35].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 31</td>
<td>312569</td>
<td>Nation wide protests [5, 35].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Pre-processing:** Twitter users often use various emoticons, emojis, media links, hashtags, and other non-alphabetic characters. The informal nature of Twitter often leads to spelling and grammatical errors or incomplete sentences. Thus, we follow the below list of pre-processing steps for the tweets before further analysis.

1. Removal of all links and mentions from the tweets
2. Removal of “RT” keyword from the beginning of retweets
3. Split of the camel case words into distinct words
4. Replacement of digits with the word <number>
5. Removal of extra spaces
6. Case-folding where we lower-cased letters
After the pre-processing steps, 1038 users were disregarded for further analysis. The study conducted in the paper was thus on the 275,111 users, who were most active during the campaign and their tweets contained substantial information for further analysis. For further division of the users into authentic/inauthentic, as shown in Figure 1, we query the Twitter API and botometer [72] on the user IDs obtained from tweets.

**Inauthentic vs Authentic Users:** The inauthentic users that we consider for the study include suspended users, deleted users and bots. Table 4 shows the total number of deleted and suspended users identified through querying the official Twitter API. We further collect the follower network using the official Twitter API for the users who were not deleted/ suspended/ private. We use Botometer [72], a tool used to identify a Twitter user as being automated (partially or fully) or not. Due to botometer API constraint, we collect the bot score for randomly selected 26,110 users (roughly equal to the total number of suspended/deleted accounts in our dataset). We use the Cumulative Automation Score (CAP) score metric provided by the API to identify a user as a bot account.

**On-ground activity:** To identify the impact of on-ground activities on opinion sharing around CAA, we manually curate the on-ground activities of the peak tweeting days, as shown in Table 2. The first online tweet peak was on December 11, 2019, which coincided with the bill passed as Act by the Rajya Sabha (upper house) of the Indian parliament [69]. However, the highest peak was found on December 20, 2019, 9 days after the bill became an Act. On December 20, 2019, protesters around the country turned violent. A major protest was witnessed about the CAA bill in Guwahati (north-east state of India) on December 10, 2019, which was the beginning of the chain of protests in certain parts of the country.

## 4 USER CHARACTERIZATION

To capture the fine-grained divergence among the users, we build on the previous work by Rashed et al. [54] that uses text-feature for identification of user’s stance during a political campaign. We further identify the themes in shared tweets and discuss the presence of inauthentic users in the discourse.

### 4.1 Understanding the discourse through unsupervised stance detection

Based on the online discourse on the Act, we identify two cohorts of users. We call the users who opposed CAA as protesters. While users who share tweets in support of CAA are called counter-protesters. Rashed et al. [55] proposed unsupervised stance detection techniques based on the text of the tweets. Another reason for the choice of algorithm is to surpass the manual annotation required in a supervised setting.

The ground truth labelling process for the seed set of users constitutes of two steps:

1. **Manual Labelling:** First, we manually identify a set of hashtags indicating stance, as shown in Table 1. We identified 27 hashtags as counter-protest hashtags on manual inspection, which occurred in over 1.3 million tweets. The count of protest hashtags were 48, which accounted for around 1.04 million tweets. In the first step of labelling, if a user used only counter-protest hashtags and never used protest hashtags, we label the user as counter-protester. Similarly, if a user used only protest hashtags, we classify the user as a protester. In the first level of manual labelling, we identified 106,605 users as counter-protesters and 79,493 users as protesters.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2:** Here Clusters 0 and 2 represent counter-protest users and Clusters 1 and 3 represent protest users. Cluster 4 had a purity below 80% and hence was not considered.

2. **Label Propagation:** Around 86% of the tweets in our dataset were retweets. Based on the tweets that a user retweets, users were further labelled such that a user with at least 15 retweets from protest and none from counter-protest side belongs to protesters. The intuition behind this approach is that the users retweet a given tweet if it aligns with their stance. We conduct this approach for two rounds. After the second round of label propagation, 114,977 users were identified as counter-protesters, while 79,613 were identified as protesters. The tweets of identified users were further pre-processed and users with less than five tweets were disregarded. The final set of users after the pre-processing is 270,889.

**Embedding-based Stance Detection:** The word-based embedding can capture fine-grained divergence between two sets of cohorts [55]. We apply LASER (Language-Agnostic Sentence Representations)2 to obtain 1024-dimensional embeddings of users based on their tweets. LASER is a sentence encoder trained on 93 languages, including many Indian regional languages. To obtain user-level embedding, we use the average of the vector for the filtered tweets. The users are then projected in a 2-dimensional space using Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) algorithm [42]. The projection of users on lower dimension helps overcome the curse of dimensionality [67]. UMAP projects the data elements closer if they are similar, while dissimilar data elements are placed far apart. The projected user vectors are further clustered using hierarchical density-based clustering (HDBSCAN) [41]. Using the HDBSCAN algorithm, 5 clusters were formed, with the 270,889 users.

We consider clusters pure if they contain at least 30% of labelled users obtained via label propagation. We found 4 clusters have more than 80% purity of labels, as shown in Figure 2. Clusters 0 and 2 were identified as counter-protesters, while clusters 1 and 3 were identified as protesters’ clusters according to the labelled users. The

---

2 [https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER](https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER)
number of users identified in the 4 clusters was 263,869 users, with 142,839 counter-protesters and 121,030 protesters.

Topics discussed by the users in the different clusters:

Among the 4 clusters with high purity, the protesters are represented with shades of green, and counter-protesters are represented with shades of red, as shown in Figure 2. The two major clusters of opposing views (cluster 2 and cluster 3) shows rich discourse on the topic. For manual inspection of assigned clusters, we randomly picked 4 sets of 10 users from each cluster, and annotated all tweets for these users. We found that the users in the clusters were indeed on the protest and counter-protester side, as identified through label propagation. To understand the themes of the 2 protestor’s clusters and 2 counter-protesters clusters, we go through all the tweets from the 4 sets. The topics discussed by the two cohorts in the 4 clusters shown in Figure 2 follow different themes as follows:

Cluster 0: (Counter-protesters) On a more thematic side, we found that the topics discussed by the users in Cluster 0 are mostly informative, with users sharing opinions on why CAA should be implemented.

Cluster 2: (Counter-protesters) The primary topic discussed by the users of this cluster includes questioning the protestor about their actions and reasons for their disagreement with the implementation of CAA.

Cluster 1: (Protesters) The users in this cluster were tweeting about the on-ground activity of the protest, including public demonstrations, stone pelting, etc.

Cluster 3: (Protesters) The users in the cluster were posting informative tweets about CAA in the protest context.

4.2 Presence of authentic and inauthentic users in the discourse

Next, we identify users based on their authentic behaviour to study the role of inauthentic users in the mobilization of protests and counter-protests. As shown in Table 3, among the 263,869 users considered for the analysis, we found 13,871 users were suspended by Twitter, while 13,251 users were not found (referred to as deleted users) when queried for follower network. The number of non-authorized (private users) was 5,844. We were unable to retrieve information of 11,091 users using Twitter API. The Inauthentic users obtained so far is 27,122, including suspended and deleted users. Next, we use botometer API [72] to identify bot users. Given the limitation of botometer API, we randomly pick 27,122 users from the rest of the users to query botometer for bot scores. We could retrieve bot scores for 26,110 users out of which 14,970 were counter-protesters and 11,140 are protesters. Table 4 shows the complete set of users considered for the analysis.

Table 3: Distribution of suspended and deleted accounts in protesters and counter-protesters in the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Suspended Users</th>
<th>Deleted User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counter-protesters</td>
<td>8655 (62.39%)</td>
<td>7440 (56.16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protesters</td>
<td>5216 (37.60%)</td>
<td>5806 (43.83%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings: Through user characterization, we infer that both sides of the discourse had suspended, deleted users and bots. Counter-protesters had more than 50% suspended or deleted users on the platform, as shown in Table 3. Figure 4 shows the distribution of bots in the stance based cluster. We notice, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 5 that as the bot score varies from 0.8 to 0.5, there is a sharp decline of bots above 0.7. This shows the presence of semi-automated accounts in the discourse.

5 CONTENT CHARACTERIZATION

Through content characterization, we try to understand the interplay between the online and offline activities during the period of data collection and quantify the difference in opinion among the 4 set of users.

5.1 Online (Twitter) Vs. offline (on-ground) activity

Taking cues from previous works around planned protests [12, 47], we investigate the interplay of the online and on-ground activities during the CAA discourse, with respect to the 4 set of users in Table 4. Figure 5 shows the frequency of tweets by the 4 set of users during the 2 month of the protest period. The x-axis represents the days of protest taken as rolling average of 3 days (one day before the date and one day after). The on-ground activities corresponding to peaks in tweets are listed in the Table 2. The first peak in the dataset was on December 11, 2019, when the CAB (Citizenship Amendment Bill) was passed by the upper house of parliament and officially became an Act [19]. Students in Assam held protest opposing the Act [1] on this day. In the initial few days, authentic protesters were more active than inauthentic protesters. While there was almost an equal proportion of authentic vs inauthentic tweets during the initial days of passing of the bill. Another significant day was December 16, 2019, when students led the protest across the country, including Delhi, Maharashtra, and UP [70]. Anarchy was observed the same day in West Bengal, where people
torch trains and staged sit-ins on the railway tracks [8]. Inauthentic counter-protesters made most tweets at this day, followed by authentic protesters. On December 17, 2019, several metro stations in Delhi [62] were closed and Section 144 was imposed in UP. The previous trend of high tweets from inauthentic counter-protesters followed by high tweets from authentic protesters continued.

December 20, 2019 witnessed nationwide protest eruption including states of Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Delhi [4]. The government opened to suggestions and reaching out to the protesters [4]. While the inauthentic counter-protesters were more active than inauthentic protesters during the period, authentic counter-protesters made more tweets on around December 20 than authentic protesters. December 22, 2019 had the largest peak in the dataset with on-ground counter-part of protesters being arrested and women leading the protest in Guwahati [59]. Both Inauthentic and authentic counter-protesters were more active around this day. December 24, 2019 showed the second largest peak in the dataset, which coincided with protester’s death in Uttar Pradesh, due to bullet injury [2]. The spikes on December 30, 2019 and December 30, 2019 found counter-protesters more actively posting than protesters. The on-ground activities for the day included continued protests in different parts of the country as well as abroad in Washington [3].

The counter-protesters started rallies on December 30, 2019 in support of CAA in different parts of the country [33]. One of the dip in tweets that we find was on December 19, 2019, when internet was shut down in many parts of the country [6].

The counter-protesters had more inauthentic activities during the start of the timeline, until the largest peak. After which both authentic and inauthentic protesters showed more activity than counter-protesters. While there was a mix of authentic and inauthentic activity found in both protesters and counter-protesters, the activities of inauthentic counter-protesters were always more than than the authentic protesters. While, in case of protesters, authentic users always dominated the conversation. A common pattern in all the peaks found was that more that 90% of the authors in the timeline during any peak were from inauthentic users.

5.2 Difference in opinion
We use LDA [14] for topic modeling and word shift graphs [27] to understand how diversified content were posted by the 4 set of users during the discourse. Table 6 shows the topics discussed among the authentic and inauthentic protesters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentic protesters topics</th>
<th>Inauthentic protesters topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic 1</td>
<td>Topic 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>india, bjp, police, muslim, student</td>
<td>muslim, protest, hindu, student, protest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 2</td>
<td>Topic 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>police, student, hindu, assam, people</td>
<td>country, display, protest, acceptance, together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 3</td>
<td>Topic 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jailia, anti, student, delhi</td>
<td>people, india, protest, police, citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5: Timeline of counter-protest and protest vs on-ground activity

Table 7: Summary of topics for authentic and inauthentic counter-protesters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentic counter-protesters topics</th>
<th>Inauthentic counter-protesters topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic 1: caa, support, people, anti, hindu</td>
<td>Topic 1: narendra Modi, amit Shah, kapil Mishra, delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 2: india, narendra Modi, today, country</td>
<td>Topic 2: hindu, support, indian, pakistan, citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 3: caa, support, democratic, india, humanitarian</td>
<td>Topic 3: caa, support, humanitarian, solidarity, secular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

yields 2 topics. The inauthentic counter-protesters had one major topic including politicians, while another two dominant topics included citizenship, India and democracy and support as narrative. We report the most significant topics from the 4 set of users due to limited space.

From the above analysis, we conclude that both protesters and counter-protesters discussed topics around religion, politician and the Act in general. However, the inauthentic users share content very similar to authentic counter-part, thus risking authentic users into believing them as authentic users.

Next, we guage the frequency of usage of various topics by the 4 set of users through word-shift graphs [27]. We use Shannon’s entropy as a measure of diversity, where high Shannon entropy implies the text is less predictable [28] implying more diverse content.

Figure 7 shows that protesters talked more about student, while counter-protesters talked more about hindus. We further study what do the authentic and inauthentic protesters / counter-protesters share more frequently. Figure 8 shows that inauthentic counter-protesters are more appealing (e.g: humanitarian, solidarity, secular), while inauthentic protesters more frequently use words that show mistrust in government. Authentic users on both side are more frequently talking about protest and violence.

5.3 Emotion Analysis

We use NRC lexicon [46] that consists of 8 emotions developed from crowd-sourced manual annotation to identify the emotions of the users in the 4 set of users considered in the study. The NRC lexicon uses the plutchik’s 8 wheel of emotion for English, as well as other translated Indian languages. The 8 emotions that are used in the analysis include, anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, trust. Figure 6 shows that the authentic protesters had most dominant emotions for all the 8 categories. The authentic counter-protesters and inauthentic protesters had almost similar emotions for fear, surprise, sadness. The inauthentic counter-protesters had least emotional content among the 4 set of users.

6 NETWORK CHARACTERIZATION

To determine if protesters and counter-protesters are in homophily and how authentic and inauthentic users are connected, we study the follow network of users in our dataset. We build a follow graph induced by the users in the dataset for network characterisation. The users for whom the follow network was obtained from Twitter...
API exclude private accounts and accounts for which information was not obtained due to API constraints. The final follow network was obtained for 226, 412 users. First 5,000 followers were retrieved from Twitter API for each user from the sample. We consider the graph of 226, 412 users as $G$. Directed edge from user $x$ to user $y$ exists if $x$ follows $y$. We use this convention to ensure the network under study is campaign-specific, as participants in the online debate constrain the edges in the graph $G$. The graph $G$ contains 21, 495, 449 edges, and 226, 412 vertices. We found 33, 278 connected components in the network. The largest strongly connected component contains 192, 903 users with 89, 377 protesters and 103, 526 counter-protesters. Since a strongly connected component in a directed graph is its maximal strongly connected sub-graphs, the presence of both protesters and counter-protesters in the largest strongly connected sub-graph indicates the path between the protesters and counter-protesters [64]. The betweenness centrality of the graph $G$ is 9.80e$^{-06}$ (SD 1.388e$^{-07}$), which indicates how much a node appears in the shortest path between two nodes. Since the network has very low betweenness centrality, this implies that the users in the network do not occur in many shortest paths in the follow network. The average eigenvector centrality for the network is 0.00056 (SD 4.25e$^{-06}$), which shows that the users in the network are connected to influential neighbours, i.e., user-nodes which themselves have high eigenvector centrality (or high in-degree). The network density is 0.0004 indicating a sparse follow network. Figure 9 shows the follower-followee graph of 10, 000 random users selected from 263, 869 users. We experimented with different random samples of 10, 000 users to check for consistency in network structure and observed a similar structure across various random sampled networks. In Figure 9, we can observe two distinct clusters of follow network, clearly showing homophily among the users.

The analysis of the graph $G$ shows that the CAA debate on Twitter was conducted by campaigners who were connected to both sides of the debate; were not strongly connected among each other; forming a sparse network; were connected to many influential users on the platform.

**Follow network for authentic and inauthentic users:** In order to gauge presence of inauthentic users, we construct a graph $H$ from a set of authentic and inauthentic users (bot scores (> = 0.8)). We see a mix of different set of users in the follow network, indicating that the inauthentic users are connected with the authentic users. Consequently, exposing authentic users to the content posted by the inauthentic users. We study the authentic and inauthentic users in the graph $H$ and discuss the network descriptive statistics of authentic and inauthentic users. Table 8 shows the difference in the authentic and inauthentic users with respect to various network descriptive statistics measures. We see there is a very significant difference between the followers and followees of the authentic and inauthentic users. The inauthentic users tend to have a higher follower and followee than the authentic counterparts. The eigenvector centrality shows a significant difference among the authentic and inauthentic users, with bot being prominent in both the

### Table 8: Network descriptive statistics for the authentic and bot accounts who participated in the discourse. $^* p < 0.05$, $^{**} p < 0.01$, $^{***} p < 0.001$ analyzed using unpaired Mann–Whitney U test. SD stands for Standard Deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Authentic Users Mean</th>
<th>Authentic Users SD</th>
<th>Inauthentic Users Mean</th>
<th>Inauthentic Users SD</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Followers</td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>43.84</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>46.49</td>
<td>$^{***} (5.5e^{-22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Followees</td>
<td>22.43</td>
<td>61.00</td>
<td>29.70</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>$^{***} (9.07e^{-09})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvector Centrality</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>$^{***} (2.55e^{-26})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness Centrality</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.00038</td>
<td>$^{**} (0.01)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 8: Application of word-shift graph for highlighting narratives that characterize 4 set of users.

### Figure 9: Overall follower-followee network of the protesters and counter-protesters. protesters are represented by green colour while counter-protesters by red colour.
measures. As a result, inauthentic users are more reachable than authentic users and have a stronger influence in the network as compared to the authentic users.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we characterize the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) discourse on Twitter, with respect to various authentic and inauthentic users. We identify the participants’ stance using unsupervised learning in a multilingual setup. Using the sampled cluster analysis, we were also able to identify major topics of the discourse from both proponent’s and counter-proponent’s viewpoints. We further study the presence and perception of various authentic and inauthentic actors in the discourse. The inauthentic actors considered for the study are bots, suspended and deleted users. Users who were not deleted, suspended, or bots were considered Authentic users. To this end, we collected 9 million tweets revolving around CAA through trending hashtags in India. Our findings suggest the presence of inauthentic activities on both sides of the discourse. However, counter-protesters show more inauthentic activity than protesters. We observe through tweets frequency over the timeline that most of the discussion was driven by inauthentic users, who also post lesser emotional content than their authentic counterparts. The content shared by authentic users on both sides mainly revolved around violence and protest, while inauthentic user’s posts were more appealing. The follower network of the participants reveals the presence of homophily, where users with similar stances tend to follow each other. One of the largest connected components in the follower network suggests the presence of a path between authentic and inauthentic users, suggesting reachability of inauthentic users to their authentic counterparts.

8 LIMITATIONS AND ETHICAL CONCERN

We understand that the study of a social media campaign is not without caveat. The first being hashtags covered in the data collection might not cover all the aspects of the campaign. The reliance on a single media platform and public APIs is another limitation of the work [15, 65]. The hashtags that we use for the analysis constitute the most recent discussion on the topic, which can not capture the long-term evolution of the debate. There are important ethical concerns while working with the user on social media.

We understand that although the profile data is publicly available, it is inherently sensitive. For example, users who post about the campaign might not anticipate the use of their data by anyone, especially around sensitive topics such as opinion on CAA or their follow network. We note that data collected in this study is from the publicly available set of information, and we do not attempt to explore any user-level demographic information. We emphasize that the opinion shared by the users on the campaign are broadly studied to understand public perception on #CitizenshipAmendmentAct, and not on an individual level. While sharing tweet IDs is a common practice in such studies, there is a risk to share the Tweet IDs due to sensitive nature of the campaign. For example, if we share the tweet IDs, there is a risk of obtaining all the user-level information from the tweet ID. Hence, we opt out of sharing the tweet IDs used in the study. Instead, we share tweet and user-level features without revealing personal information such as profile name, profile description, username etc.
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